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Edgar allan poe wife age

Poe and Clemm never had children, and she never mentioned anything sexual in her letters. Biographers claimed they had a friendly, committed bond, but one more like a brother and sister than a husband and wife. The letters were Clemm Poe's Little Sister or Sissy. Clemm may even have fostered
Poe's scandalous friendship with married 34-year-old poet Frances Sargent Osgood, who between the two delivered notes in a similar way to her childhood. This eventually sparked a relentless love triangle – not with Clem, but with Elizabeth F. Ellet, a fellow poet and poe admirer who became wildly
jealous of Osgood and spread rumours of her affair and Poe's madness. The ordeal eventually died, but it softened Poe's reputation, and Clemm never forgot it. The incident is known to have inspired her 1846 poem Poe about the tattling of many languages. Because folklore will have her, Clemm has
declared Ellet a murderer. Years earlier, in January 1842, while singing and playing the piano, Clemm began to bleed from her mouth. Poe believed it was just a ruptured blood vessel, but in fact it was the first sign of tuberculosis. Her struggle with the disease enshied her husband into a terrible endless
oscillation between hope &amp; despair, as if in detail in a letter to a friend: Every time I felt all the agony of her death – and with each approach of disorder I loved her more beloved &amp; clung to her life with more desperate persistence. But I am constitutionally sensitive - nervous at a very unusual rate.
I've become crazy, with long intervals of terrible wit. Poe started drinking heavily because he wasn't on standby for Clem's disease. For years, his wife's health waved between near-death and promising days of gardening and playing harp. On January 30, 1847, Clemm succumbed, after 11 years of
marriage to Poe.Readers occasionally like to believe that Clemm is a beautiful, dark-haired girl who dies young in so many of her husband's stories, such as Raven, Annabel Lee and Ligeia. Poe admired other women before the wedding and saw other women after Clemm's death, so it's debating, but a
story like Ligeia is hard to give up on:Ligeia has grown. The wild eyes were also burned with too many glorious outpourings; pale fingers became from the clearishly heaps of the coarse, and the blue veins on the forearm swelled and sank vertically with swelling of gentle emotions. I saw he had to die, and
I fought desperately in the spirit of a teeming Azrael. ... Words are impotente, that could convey any single idea of the force of resistance with which she fought the Shadow. In my grief, I moaned at a sad spectacle. That would be a waste of time – I would have done it; however, in the intensity of their wild
desire for life – for — but for life — comfort and reason have been dried. Whether It was Clemm Poe's muse or not can be discussed, but there is undoubtedly something struck in him, thus defining the intensity that would define his work long after his death. As if his stories weren't occasionally disturbing
enough, it turned out that Edgar Allan Poe's love life was more than a little creepy. Poe's ghostly courtship met his bride-to-be Virginia Clemm when she was 7 years old, and he was 20 years old, shortly after his mother's death in 1829. Their parents, his natural father (David Poe) and her mother (Maria
Clemm), were brother and sister, and Poe soon moved into the Clemm home before his time in West Point began. Because he was so close to his mother's death, some authors suggested that he passed his feelings for his mother to his aunt Mary and later to his cousin. Regardless, it seems that Poe and
Virginia quickly became friends, and she even helped him get into one of her neighbors, Mary Devereaux. It's reported that virginia at one point got a lock of Devereaux's hair to give it to Poe. That fell through, and at one point, Poe's amorous eye turned to Virginia. By 1835, people noticed his interest in a
young girl. In fact, Virginia's half-sister Neilson Poe even offered to take it and soo it out in an attempt to prevent a girl from marrying at such a young age. Outraged and fearful of losing the pubescent love of his life, in August 1835 Poe offered to take and take care of Virginia's mother and the rest of the
family in exchange for marriage. His arguments and ardor probably prevailed because: Poe secretly married Virginia . . . It was 1835. He was 26 and she was 13, although she is listed on her marriage certificate as 21st Century. There is a dispute about whether this secret ceremony ever happened or not.
Regardless, they were married in public on May 16, 1836. Marital bliss Many poe apologists have argued that the marriage between Virginia and Poe: She may have been celibate because they lived together more like a brother and sister, in any case there is no evidence that she ever became pregnant.
In support of this theory, some point to the title character in Annabel Lee, a bachelorette, for what many say reflected Virginia. This, however, seems unlikely for a number of reasons, including her rare beauty: She had big black eyes, and a pearly white complexion that was the perfect mela. Her pale face,
glossy eyes and raven hair gave her a heartless look. I thought she was almost unremissed. In addition, Virginia was committed to Poe. She kept his picture under her pillow and even wrote this acrobatic poem for him as a Valentine's Day gift in 1846: I always want to sing with you – My dear my it's
cotton wool. Give me a cottage for my home and a rich old cypress vine, removed from the world with your sin and the care and theft of many languages. Love will guide us when we are there – love will heal my weakened lungs; And Oh; The quiet hours we're going to spend, I never want others to see!
The perfect easyness we will enjoy without lending itself to the world and its glee – We will always be calm and blessed. Despite Virginia's aigiation, Poe clearly had a shreath of his eye and at one point landed on Frances Sargent Osgood. They exchanged letters that at least expressed interest. It was
badly received by a third lady, Elizabeth F. Ellet, who apparently also shook up Poe (who wouldn't?) and made a mess. He sheed the scandal, which included allegations of indiscretions and, ultimately, rumors that Poe was the subject of insanity. Although Virginia was aware, and inauthiable, of Poe's
flirtation, the ugly scandal had a profound effect on her. Virginia's Death Beginning in January 1842, Virginia developed tuberculosis, then known as consumption. Her health gradually deteriorated, and as early as early 1846, she told a friend: I know I'm going to die soon; I know I can't be good; But I want
to be as happy as I can be and make Edgar as happy as possible. On her deathbed, some argue that Virginia is to blame for her death because of the jealous Mrs. Ellet, who claimed: 'Mrs. E. was her killer. Virginia died on January 30, 1847. Immortal Virginia Whatever you can say about Poe, apparently
he loved Virginia deeply. According to one observer: Every day he cried over his grave and held him green with flowers. Apparently, he channeled his love for Virginia into his work. In addition to the dead girl in Annabel Lee is also said to be the subject of the song, Ulalume, as well as a rare and radiant
virgin . . . Lenore of Raven. Virginia may also be an inspiration to Eleonaro, Oblong Box and Ligeia: I saw that he must die . . . There was much in her stark nature to impress me with the belief that death would have come to her without her horrors; - but not like this. Words are impotente, that could convey
any single idea of the force of resistance with which she fought the Shadow. I was somda in the bakery that was grieving him. Her wild desire for life... If you liked this article, you might also enjoy our new popular podcast, The BrainFood Show (iTunes, Spotify, Google Play Music, Feed) as well: Bonus
Fact: Although many people believe that girls as young as 13 are usually married in the 18th and 19th centuries, that's not the case. According to the Microdata Census, which was crushed by the University of Minnesota's IPUMS, between 1821 and 1830 - Virginia was born in 1822 - 22.6 years, among
those who ever got (more than 90% of the female population in those days) was only 12.6% married by the age of 19. Expand for further Poe redirect references here. For other uses called Poe, see Poe (dissuading). This article is about an American writer. For a relative, see Edgar Allan Poe (Maryland
Attorney General). For other things called Edgar Allan Poe, see Edgar Allan Poe (dissuading). American author, poet, editor and literary critic Edgar Allan Poe1849 Annie daguerreotype of PoeBornEdgar Poe(1809-01-19)January 19, 1809Boston, Massachusetts, U.S. DiedOctober 7, 1849(1849-10-07)
(aged 40)Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.Alma materUniversity of VirginiaUnit states Military AcademySpouseVirginia Eliza Clemm Poe (m. 1836; died 1847. 18th January 1809 - October 7, 1849, American writer, poet, editor and literary critic. Poe is best known for his poetry and short stories, especially for his
tales of mystery and macabre. He is widely regarded as the central figure of romanism in the United States and American literature as a whole, and was one of the most influential doctors of the short story in the country. He is also widely regarded as the inventor of the detective fiction genre and is further
dedicated to contributing to the emerging genre of science fiction. Poe was the first well-known American writer to make a living writing alone, leading to a financially difficult life and career. Poe was born in Boston, the second child of actor David and Elizabeth Eliza Poe. [3] His father left the family in 1810
and his mother died the following year. That's how John and Frances Allan of Richmond, Virginia, took over. Formally, he was never adopted, but he was well with them in young adulthood. The tension developed later when Poe and John Allan faced repeatedly over Poe's debts, including those that led
them to gambling and the cost of Poe's education. Poe attended the University of Virginia, but left after a year because of a lack of money. He fought with Allan over funds for his education and enlisted in the U.S. Army under the supposed name in 1827. It was during this time that his publishing career
began with an anonymous collection of Tamerlane and Other Poems (1827), which was attributed only to Boston. Poe and Allan reached a temporary rapprochement after the death of Allan's wife in 1829. Poe later declared a firm desire for a poet and writer as an honorary cadet at West Point, and
eventually broke up with Allan. Poe focused on prose and for the next few years worked for literary magazines and periodicals, becoming known for his style of literary criticism. His work forced him to move between several cities, including Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York. He married his She died of
tuberculosis in 1836. In January 1845, Poe published his song Raven to immediate success. For years, he planned to produce his own diary, The Penn (later renamed The Stylus), but before he could produce it, he died in Baltimore on October 7, 1849, at the age of 40. The cause of his death is unknown
and has been variously attributed to illness, alcoholism, substance abuse, suicide and other causes. [4] Poe and his works influenced literature around the world, as well as specialized fields such as cosmology and cryptography. With work it occurs throughout popular culture in literature, music, movies
and television. Many of his homes are today dedicated to museums. America's mysterious writers are awarding the annual prize, known as the Edgar Prize, for their artioly in the mysterious genre. The early life of The Plaque in Boston, which marks the exact location of Poe's birth, Edgar Poe was born in
Boston, Massachusetts on January 19, 1809, the second child of English actress Elizabeth Arnold Hopkins Poe and actor David Poe Jr. He had a older brother, William Henry Leonard Poe, and a younger sister, Rosalie Poe. [5] Their grandfather, David Poe Sr., emigrated from Cavan County, Ireland,
around 1750. [6] Edgar may have been named after a character in King William Shakespeare Lear, who the couple performed in 1809. Poe was then taken to the home of John Allan, a successful trader in Richmond, Virginia, who worked on a variety of goods, including cloth, wheat, headstones, tobacco



and slaves. [10] Allani served as a foster family and was named Edgar Allan Poe,[10] although he was not formally adopted. [11] In 1812, the Allan family christened Poe at the Episcopal Church. John Allan has alternately spoiled and aggressively disciplined his foster son. The family sailed to the UK in
1815, and Poe attended grammar school briefly in Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland (where Allan was born), before rejoining his family in London in 1816. He studied there at a boarding school in Chelsea until the summer of 1817. He was then enrolled at Manor House School reverend John Bransby in Stoke
Newington, then in a suburb six miles north of London. Poe moved with the Allans to Richmond in 1820. In 1824, he served as a lieutenant of the Richmond Youth Guard when the city celebrated the visit of Marquis de Lafayette. [13] In March 1825, Allan's uncle and business benefactor, William Galt,
died, believed to be one of richmond's richest men,[14] leaving Allan several acres of real estate. The inheritance was estimated at $750,000 (equivalent to $17 million in 2019). [15] By the summer of 1825, Allan had celebrated his wealth by buying a two-storey brick house called Moldova. Poe may have
got engaged to Sarah Elmiro Royster before he applied to the University of Virginia in February 1826 to study ancient and modern languages. [17] [18] The university was founded on the ideals of its founder, Thomas Jefferson. It had strict rules against gambling, horses, guns, tobacco and alcohol, but
those rules were largely ignored. Jefferson enacted a system of student self-government that allowed students to choose their own studies, arrange their own boarding and report all wrongs to the faculty. The unique system was still in chaos, and there was a high level of release. [19] While he was there,
Poe lost contact with Royster and estranged himself from his foster father because of gambling debts. He claimed Allan didn't give him enough money to sign up for classes, buy texts and buy and own a bedroom. Allan sent out extra money and clothes, but Poe's debts went up. Poe gave up at university
after a year, but didn't feel welcome when he returned to Richmond, especially when he learned that his mistress Royster had married another man, Alexander Shelton. In April 1827, he traveled to Boston and was retained with odd jobs as a newspaper writer,[21] during which time he began using the
pseudonym Henri Le Rennet. [22] Poe's military career was first a stacioner in Boston's Fort Independence while in the Army. Poe was unable to support himself, so on May 27, 1827, he enlisted in the United States Army as a soldier named Edgar A. Perry. He claimed he was 22 years old, even though
he was 18. [23] He first served at Fort Independence in Boston Harbor for $5 a month. [21] That same year, he published his first book, a 40-page collection of poetry titled Tamerlane and other poems attributed to byline by the Bostonc. Only 50 copies were printed, and the book practically received no
attention. [24] On November 8, 1827, The Poe Regiment was deployed to Fort Moultrie in Charleston, South Carolina. Poe was promoted to artist, a merchant who used to make grenades for artillery, and his monthly salary was doubled. [25] For two years, he served as sergeant major for artillery (the
highest rank that an officer without a draft could reach); then wanted to end his five-year contract early. Poe revealed his real name and circumstances to his commander, Lieutenant Howard, who would only allow Poe to be fired if he reconciled with Allan. Poe wrote a letter to Allan, who was unsymous
and ignored Poe's lawsuits for months; Allan may not have written to Poe even to be aware of his foster mother's illness. Frances Allan died on February 28, 1829, and Poe visited the day her burial. Allan agreed to support Poe's attempt to be dismissed to get an appointment at the U.S. Military Academy
in West Point, New York. Poe was finally fired on April 15, 1829, after being replaced to complete his term. [27] Before entering West Point, he moved back to Baltimore for a while to stay with his widow's aunt Maria Clemm, her daughter Virginia Elizi Clemm (Poe's first cousin), his brother Henry and his
disabled grandmother, Elizabeth Cairnes Poe. [28] In September of that year, Poe received the first words of encouragement, I have ever heard[29] in my review of my poetry by the influential critic John Neal, Podstiče Poea, to dedicate neale[30] in the second book of Al Aaraaf, Tamerlane i Minor Poems,
published in Baltimore in 1829. [31] Poe traveled to West Point and, as a cadet on 1 July 1830, confused as a cadet. In October 1830, Allan married his second wife, Louisa Patterson. [33] The marriage and bitter feud with Poe over children born to Allan in extra-manual affairs led to the foster carer finally
giving up Poe. [34] Poe decided to leave West Point with the intention of being in court. On 8 February 1831, he was tried for gross neglect of duty and disobedience of orders for not wanting to attend formations, classes or churches. He pleaded not guilty to the charges, knowing he would be found guilty.
Poe went to New York in February 1831 and released a third year of songs titled Songs. The book was funded with the help of his fellow Cadets at West Point, many of whom paid 75 cents for it and raised a total of $170. Perhaps they were expecting verses similar to the satirical that Poe wrote about the
commanding men. [36] It was printed by Elam Bliss of New York with Second Edition and including a page that says, 1. The book reprinted the long songs Tamerlane and Al Aaraaf, as well as six previously unpublished poems, including early versions of Helen, Israfel and City in the Sea. Poe returned to
Baltimore in March 1831 with his aunt, cousin and cousin. His older brother Henry was in ill health, partly due to problems with alcoholism, and he died on August 1, 1831. [38] After the death of his brother, Poe began more serious attempts to start his career as a writer, but he chose a difficult time in
american publishing. He was one of the first Americans to live only by writing[2][40] and was hampered by a lack of international copyright law. American publishers often produced unauthorized copies of British works instead of paying for new work by Americans. [40] The industry was particularly affected
by the In 1837. [42] During this time, the growth of American periodicity was partly filled by new technology, but many did not last more than a few questions. [43] Publishers often refused to pay their writers or pay them much later than they promised,[44] and Poe repeatedly resorted to humiliating lawsuits
for money and other assistance. Poe (26) was licensed in 1835 to marry his cousin Virginia Clemm (13). They were married for 11 years until her death, which may have inspired some of his writing. After early attempts at poetry, Poe turned his attention to the prose, which was entirely based on John
Neal's criticism of The Yankee magazine. [46] He ignited a few stories with Philadelphia and began working on his only drama, Politian. In October 1833, the Baltimore Saturday Visitor presented him with an award for his short story MS. Found in a Bottle. [47] The story drew him attention to John P.
Kennedy, a Baltimore-based man who helped Poe set up some of his stories and presented him to Thomas W. White, editor of the Southern Literary Herald in Richmond. Poe became assistant editor of the periodical magazine in August 1835,[48] but White fired him within weeks of being drunk at work.
Poe returned to Baltimore, where he received permission to marry his cousin Virginia on September 22, 1835, although it is not known if they were married at the time. He was 26 and she was 13. After promising good behavior, White returned to Richmond with Virginia and her mother. He remained in the
Herald until January 1837. During this period, Poe claimed that his circulation had increased from 700 to 3,500. On May 16, 1836, a Presbyterian wedding ceremony was held with Virginia at their Richmond boarding house, with a witness falsely testifying clemman's age as 21. [50] Poe's novel The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket was published and widely transparent in 1838. In the summer of 1839, Poe became assistant editor of Burton's Gentleman's Magazine. He published numerous articles, stories and reviews to proso his reputation as a shaky critic, which he founded in
Messenger. In 1839, the collection of The Story of Grotesce and Arabeski was published in two years, although it made little money from it and received mixed reviews. In June 1840, Poe published a prospectus, according to which he announced his intentions to start his magazine called The Stylus,[54]
although he originally intended to call it Penn, as he would be based in Philadelphia. He bought the advertising space for his prospectus on June 6, 1840, in a Philadelphia Saturday evening publication: The Prospectus of Penn Magazine, a monthly literary newspaper to be edited and published by Edgar
A in the city of Philadelphia. The magazine was never made before Poe died. Poe left Burton's house after about a year and found a place as a writer and sou editor in the then-successful Graham's Magazine. In the last number of grahams for 1841, Poe was among the fellow passengers celebrating the
great success the magazine has achieved over the past year: Perhaps the editors of any magazine, whether in America or in Europe, ever sit down, at the end of the year, to study with more satisfaction the progress of their work than we do now. Our success was unexpected, almost unbelievable. Without
fear of contradiction, it can be said that in such a short period of time no periodic has witnessed the same increase. Around that time, Poe tried to secure a position in President John Tyler's administration, claiming to be a member of the Whig Party. [58] He hoped to be named in Poe's friend Frederick
Thomas, who was appointed to the United States Customs House in Philadelphia with the help of President Tyler Robert's son. [60] Poe did not appear at a meeting with Thomas, where he discussed the appointment in mid-September 1842, claiming he was ill, even though Thomas believed he was
drunk. [61] Poe was promised an appointment, but all the positions were filled by others. [62] The cottage in Fordham (now the Bronx), where Poe spent her final years one evening in January 1842, virginia showed the first signs of enjoyment, now known as tuberculosis, while singing and playing the
piano, which Poe described as a blood vessel fracture in his throat. [63] She only partially recovered and Poe began to drink more difficult under the stress of her illness. He left Graham and tried to find a new position, for a time when he wanted a government post. He returned to New York, where he
briefly worked at the Evening Mirror, before becoming editor of the Broadway Journal and later owned by him. [64] There, Poe distanced himself from other writers by publicly accusing Henry Wadsworth longfellow of plagiarism, though Longfellow never responded. [65] On January 29, 1845, his song
Raven appeared in the Evening Mirror and became a popular sensation. As a result, Poe was almost immediately named in the household,[66] even though he was paid only $9 for his publication. [67] The publication was published in The American Review: A Whig Journal under the pseudonym Quarles.
[68] In 1846, the Broadway Journal failed, and Poe moved to a cottage in Fordham, New York, in the Bronx. This home is now known as Edgar Allan Poe Cottage, relocated to a park near the south-east corner of Grand Concourse and Kingsbridge Road. Nearby, Poe befriended jesuits at St. John's
College, now Fordham University. She died in a house on January 30, 1847. [70] Biographers and critics often suggest that Poe's common theme of death is beautiful from the repeated loss of women throughout their lives, including his wife. Poe was increasingly unacceptable after his wife's death. He
tried to woo the poet Sarah Helen Whitman, who lived in Providence, Rhode Island. Their engagement failed, according to Poe's drinking and unwarranted behavior. There is also strong evidence that Whitman's mother intervened and did much to derail their relationship. Poe then returned to Richmond
and returned to the relationship with his childhood sweetheart Sarah Elmiro Royster. [73] The death of Edgar Allan Poe is buried in Westminster Hall in Baltimore, Maryland (lat: 39.29027; Long: −76.62333); circumstances and the cause of his death remain uncertain. Main article: The death of Edgar Allan
Poe on October 3, 1849, Poe was found in delirium on the streets of Baltimore, in great distress, and... In the words of Joseph W. Walker, who found him. He was taken to Washington Medical College, where he died on Sunday, October 7, 1849, at 5 p.m. Poe wasn't consistent enough long enough to
explain how he got into his bad state and was wearing clothes that weren't his. On the night before his death, he allegedly repeatedly called out the name Reynolds, although it is not entirely clear who he was referring to. Some sources say poe's last words were: Lord help my poor soul. All medical
records are lost, including Poe's death certificate. Newspapers reported Poe's death as brain blockage or brain inflammation, common euphemisms for death from irresistible causes such as alcoholism. [77] The actual cause of death remains a mystery. Among the speculation were delirium tremens,
heart disease, epilepsy, syphilis, meningeal inflammation,[4] cholera,[79] and rabies. [80] One theory from 1872 suggests that cooping was the cause of Poe's death, a form of voter fraud in which citizens were forced to vote for a particular candidate, sometimes leading to violence and even murder. [81]
Griswold's Memoir Immediately after Poe's death, His literary rival Rufus Wilmot Griswold, under the pseudonym of a henna high-profile obituary filled with lies, but that made him feel like he was a ludo i ludnika, and who he described as a still street, u ludu and melancholy, with a leather of obscure
psyche, or with his stepfather to a passionate man. , (never for himself, because he felt or sheothed that he felt that he was already cursed). [82] A long obituary appeared in the New York Tribune signed by Ludwig on the day Poe was buried. It was soon published across the country. The part started:
Edgar Allan Poe is dead. He died the day before yesterday in Baltimore. This post will banish many, but few will mourn it. [83] Ludwig was soon identified as Griswold, editor, critic, antholog who has been resentful against Pou since 1842. Griswold somehow became Poe's literary enforcer and, after his
death, tried to destroy the reputation of his enemy. [84] Griswold wrote a biographical article called Memoir of the Author, which he included in the 1850s. That's where Poea tricked us as a depraved, drunken, drug-addicted lunatic and included Poe's letters as evidence. [84] Many of his claims were lies or
distortions of half-truth. It is seriously disputed, for example, that Poe was indeed a drug addict. [85] Griswold's book was condemned by those who knew Poe well,[86] including John Nealov, who published an article defending Poe and attacking Griswold as Rhadamanthus, which should not be full of
fees, crowded newspaper notoriety. [87] Griswold nevertheless became a popular accepted biographical source. This was partly because it was the only full biography available and widely printed, and partly because readers are thrilled with the thought of reading the works of a wicked man. [88] The
letters that Griswold presented as evidence were later revealed as suitcases. [89] The literary style and themes of Samuel Stillman Osgood's 1845 Portrait of Genres Poe are Gothic works,[90] which hold genre conventions to appeal to public taste. His most recurring themes address the issues of death,
including his physical signs, the effects of decomposition, concerns about premature burial, the resanimation of the dead and mourning. [92] Many of his works are generally regarded as part of the genre of dark romanticism, a literary reaction to transcendence, which Poe strongly disasiled of. [94] He
referred to transcendental movement trackers as Frog-Pondi, across the pond at Boston Common,[95][96] and mocked their records as metaphor -crazy,[97] which ran into obskurnost due to obskurnost or mysticism for mystique. Poe once wrote in a letter to Thomas Holley Chivers that transcendentalists,
only pretenders and sophists, don't like them. In addition to the horror, Poe also wrote satire, humorous stories and gears. For comic effect, he used irony and hilarious extravaganism, often in an attempt to liberate the reader from cultural conformity. [91] Metzengerstein is the first story poe published[99]
and his first cheekiness in horror, but it was originally intended as a burlesque that satirized a popular genre. [100] Poe also reinvented science fiction and in his writing responded to emerging technologies such as hot air balloons in balloon-hoax. [101] Poe wrote much of his work using topics specifically
designed for mass tastes. To this end, his fiction often included elements of popular pseudoscience, such as phenology[103] and physiognomia. [104] Poe's literary writing reflects his literary writing presented in his criticism and also in essays such as the Poetic Principle. [105] He did not like didacticism
and allegory,[107] although he felt that the meaning in literature should be ineconciping and only beneath the surface. Works with obvious meanings, he wrote, cease to be art. [108] He considered that the work of quality should be short and focused on a certain single effect. To this end, he believed that
the writer should carefully calculate every emotion and idea. [109] Poe describes his method in writing Raven in the essay Philosophy of Composition, and claims that he strictly followed this method. But it was questioned whether he really followed this system. T. S. Eliot said: It's hard for us to read that
essay without being able to reflect that if Poe had drawn his poem with such a calculation, he might have taken a little more pain over it: the result hardly merits the method. [110] Biographer Joseph Wood Krutch described the essay as a rather very dominatable exercise in the art of rationalization. [111]
Legacy Illustration by the French impressionist Édouard Manet for stéphane mallarmé translation The Raven, 1875 (digitally restored) Influence During Life, Poe was mostly recognized as a literary critic. Fellow critic James Russell Lowell called him the most discriminatory, philosophical and fearless critic
of imaginative works written in America, suggesting - rhetorically - that he occasionally used pruss acid instead of ink. [112] Poe's caustic reviews earned him a reputation for being a tomahawk man. Poe's critics were the popular target of Poe's critics, the behest of boston poet Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, who was often defended by his literary friends in the later-called Longfellow War. Poe accused Longfellow of didactics, writing poetry that was preaching, performed and thematically plagiarism. Poe correctly predicted that Longfellow's reputation and style of poetry would diminish, concluding:
We give him high qualities, but we deny him the future. Poe was also known as a fiction writer and became one of the first American authors of the 19th century, which became more popular in Europe than in the United States. [116] Poe is particularly respected in France, partly because of charles
baudelaire's early translations. Baudelerian translations became the definitive surrenders of Poe's work throughout Europe. Poe's early detective fiction tales featuring C. Auguste Dupin laid groundworks for future detectives and literature. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle said: 'Every [of Poe's detective stories] is
the root from which all literature has evolved.... Where was the detective story until Poe breathed the breath of life into it? [118] The Mystery Writers of America named their awards for excellence in the Edgars genre. [119] Poe's She also influenced science fiction, notably Jules Verne, who wrote part of
Poe's novel The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket called The Antarctic Mystery, also known as the Sphinx of the Ice Fields. [120] Science fiction author H. G. Wells observed: Pym tells what a very intelligent mind might have imagined about the southern polar region a century ago. In 2013,
The Guardian listed Pym as one of the best novels ever written in English and noted his influence on later authors such as Doyle, Henry James, B. Traven and David Morrell. [122] The author of the horror film and historian H. P. Lovecraft were heavily influenced by Poe's horror films, which devoted the
entire part of his long essay The Supernatural Horrors in Literature to his influence on the genre. Lovecraft wrote in his letters: When I write stories, Edgar Allan Poe is my model. [123] Alfred Hitchcock once said, It's because I love Edgar Allan Poe's stories so much that I started making tense films. Like
many famous artists, Poee's works have made imitators. [125] One of the trends among Poe impersonators was psychic or psychics claiming to direct songs from Poe's spirit. Among them was The Most Noticed By Lizzie Doten, who in 1863 published Songs from Inner Life, in which she claimed that she
had received new songs according to Poe's spirit. The compositions were re-works of famous Poe songs such as Bells, which in turn reflected a new, positive view. [126] Poe received praise but also criticism in the contemporary retouch version of daguerreotype Ultima Thula. This is partly because of the
negative perception of his personal character and his impact on his reputation. [116] William Butler Yeats was occasionally critical of Poe and once called him vulgar. [127] Transcendentalist Ralph Waldo Emerson responded to Raven by saying, I don't see anything in this,[128] and referred Poe to jingle
man. [129] Aldous Huxley wrote that Poe's writing falls into vulgarity by being too poetic – the equivalent of wearing a diamond ring on every toe. [130] It is believed that only 12 copies survived Poe's first book, Tamerlane, and other poems. In December 2009, he sold a single copy at Christie's Auction
House in New York for $662,500, a record price paid for a work in American literature. [131] Eureka Physics and Cosmology: Prose Poem, an essay written in 1848, included a cosmology theory that for 80 years assumed the Theory of the Big Bang,[132][133] as well as the first likely solution to the Olbers
paradox. [134] Poe in Eureka developed a scientific method and instead wrote out of pure intuition. [136] He considered it a work of art, not a science,[136] but insisted that it was still true[137] and considered it to be his masterpiece. [138] However, Eureka is full of Error. In particular, Poe's proposals
ignored Newton's principles regarding the density and rotation of planets. Poe's cryptography was very interested in cryptography. He gave a notice of his abilities to the Philadelphia newspaper Alexander's Weekly (Express) Messenger and invited the submissions of the codes, which he continued to
solve. In July 1841, Poe published an essay in Graham's Magazine called A Few Words about Secret Writing. With great public interest in this topic, he wrote The Gold-Bug and included the codes as an essential part of the story. Poe's success with cryptography did not rely as much on his deep
knowledge of the field (his method was limited to a simple substitute cryptogram) as his knowledge of magazine and newspaper culture. His knowledgeful analytical skills, which were so evident in his detective stories, allowed him to see that the general public was largely ignorant of the methods by which
a simple substitute cryptogram could be solved, and he used it to his advantage. [140] The feeling that Poe created with cryptography played an important role in popularizing cryptograms in newspapers and magazines. [142] Two codes, which he issued in 1841 under the name W.B. Tyler, were only
solved in 1992 and 2000 respectively. One was a quote from Joseph Addison Cato's play; the other is still unidentified. [143] Poe had an influence on cryptography that transcended public interest in his life. William Friedman, America's most cryptologist, was heavily influenced by Poe. [144] Friedman's
initial interest in cryptography came from reading The Gold-Bug as a child, which he later used to decipher the Japanese PURPLE code during World War II. In Popular Culture As a character The main articles: Edgar Allan Poe in Popular Culture and Edgar Allan Poe in television and the film Historical
Edgar Allan Poe has emerged as a fictionalized character who often represents a mad genius or tortured artist and exploits his personal fights. Many of these depictions are also characters from his stories, which show that Poe and his characters share identities. The often fictional depiction of Poe uses
his mysterious rescue skills in novels such as The Poe Shadow Matthew Pearl. The preserved homes, sights and museums of the Edgar Allan Poe National Historical Site in Philadelphia is one of the more preserved former residences of Poe. No Poe's childhood home still stands, including the allan
moldavia family's property. The oldest standing home in Richmond, The Old Stone House, is used as a museum by Edgar Allan Poe, although Poe never lived there. The collection includes a number of items that Poe used while he was with the Allan family, and also has several rare first-time Print Poe
works. 13 West Range is the room in the home that Poe is alleged to have used. study at the University of Virginia in 1826; is preserved and available for visits. His supervisory work is now overseen by a group of students and staff known as the Raven Society. [149] The oldest surviving home in which
Poe lived is in Baltimore, preserved as Edgar Allan Poe House and the Museum. Poe lived in the home at the age of 23, when he first lived with Maria Clemm in Virginia (as well as his grandmother and possibly his brother William Henry Leonard Poe). [150] It is open to the public and is also home to the
Edgar Allan Poe Society. Of the several homes that Poe, his wife Virginia and his mother-in-law Maria rented in Philadelphia, only the last house survived. The home of the Spring Garden, in which the author lived from 1843 to 1844, was now preserved by the National Park Service as the national
historical site of Edgar Allan Poe. Poe's last home is preserved as Edgar Allan Poe Cottage in the Bronx. In Boston, a plaque on Boylston Street is a few blocks from the actual location of Poe's birth. [152] [153] [154] [155] The house, which was his birthplace on Carver Street 62, no longer exists; The
street has since been renamed Charles Street South. [156] At the intersection of Broadway, Fayette and Carver Streets, it was once called a square in his honor,[157] but disappeared when the streets were redecoated. In 2009, the intersection of Charles and Boylston streets (two blocks north of his
hometown) was named for Edgar Allan Poe Square. In March 2014, they completed a charity building permanent commemorative sculpture, known as Poe Returning To Boston, at this location. Stefanie Rocknak's winning design shows a life-size poe that matches the wind, accompanied by a flying raven;
his suitcase cover fell open and left a paper trail of literary works embedded on the pavement behind him. [159] [160] On October 5, 2014, the former Laureate of the European poet Robert Pinsky attended. Other poe attractions include a building on the Upper West Side, where Poe temporarily lived when
he first moved to New York. The record says Poe wrote Raven. On Sullivan Island in Charleston, South Carolina, the setting of Poe's tale The Gold-Bug and where Poe served in the Army in 1827 at Fort Moultrie, there's a restaurant called Poe's Tavern. There's still a bar in Fell's Point, Baltimore, where
legend has it that Poe was last seen drinking before he died. Now known as the Horse That You Came On, the local greeting insists that the ghost they call Edgar haunts the rooms above. [163] Photographs of Ultima Thula daguerreotype poe Early Daguerreotypes of Poe continue to excite great interest
among literary historians. [164] Among them are: Ultima Thule (far discovery) in honor of new photographic technique; taken in 1848 in Providence, Rhode Island, probably Edwin H. Manchester Annie, given by Poe's friend Annie L. Richmond; Probably filmed in June 1849 in Lowell, Massachusetts,
photographer unknown Poe Toaster Main article: Poe Toaster Between 1949 and 2009, a bottle of cognac and three roses was left in love by an unknown visitor, who in love calls it Poe Toaster. Sam Porpora was a historian at Westminster Church in Baltimore, where Poe is buried, and claimed on August
15, 2007, that he started the tradition in 1949. Porpora said the tradition began to raise money and raise the profile of the church. His story has not been confirmed,[165] and some of the details he gave to journalists are in fact inaccurate. [166] Poe Toaster's last performance was on January 19, 2009, on
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